Locking DEF Cap for '13+ Dodge Ram Diesels

To Install:

Align the Secure Key over the screw head and slip it on.

Turn the Secure Key counterclockwise until it stops.

Remove Secure Key. Locking Ward will be fully up in its retracted position.

Slide unit in filler neck and turn clockwise until it stops.

Align the Secure Key over the screw head and slip it on.

Turn the Secure Key clockwise until the screw is LIGHTLY tight.

CAUTION: Yes, we’re shouting “LIGHTLY.”
If you overtighten the key it will break/twist off the small c-clip that holds the lock in place.

Remove Secure Key. Unit will be secured.

To Remove:

Align the Secure Key over the screw head and slip it on.

Turn the Secure Key counterclockwise until it stops. Again, do not overtighten the key. It will break/twist off the c-clip.

Remove the Secure Key. Remove the cap from the filler neck by screwing unit counter clockwise and pulling up.

Lightly tightening the Secure Screw is enough to ensure a secure system and an easy-to-unlock cap for the future.
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